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Abstract
We examine the excitation of inviscid stationary crossflow instabilities near an isolated
surface hump (or indentation) underneath a three-dimensional boundary layer. As the hump
height (or indentation depth) is increased from zero, the receptivity process becomes nonlin-
ear even before the stability characteristics of the boundary layer are modified to a significant
extent. This behavior contrasts sharply with earlier findings on the excitation of the lower
branch Tollmien-Schlichting modes and is attributed to the inviscid nature of the crossflow
modes, which leads to a decoupling between the regions of receptivity and stability. As a
result of this decoupling, similarity transformations exist that allow the nonlinear receptivity
of a general three-dimensional boundary layer to be studied with a set of canonical solutions
to the viscous sublayer equations. The parametric study suggests that the receptivity is
likely to become nonlinear even before the hump height becomes large enough for flow re-
versal to occur in the canonical solution. We also find that the receptivity to surface humps
increases more rapidly as the hump height increases than is predicted by linear theory. On
the other hand, receptivity near surface indentations is generally smaller in comparison with
the linear approximation. Extension of the work to crossflow receptivity in compressible
boundary layers and to GSrtler vortex excitation is also discussed.
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-_The research of the second author was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under NASA Contract No. NAS1-19480 while he was in residence at the Institute for Computer Applications
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1 Introduction
Our concern in this paper is with the excitation of stationary vortex instabilities in a
boundary-layer flow. Our main focus is on the excitation of stationary crossflow (i.e.,
Rayleigh) modes of an incompressible three-dimensional boundary layer; the excitation is
caused by isolated roughness elements (e.g., humps or indentations) on an otherwise smooth
surface. However, some consideration is also devoted to the effects of compressibility and to
the excitation of G6rtler vortex instabilities.
The above problems fall under the category of boundary-layer receptivity (Morkovin,
1969), which represents the first stage of the laminar to turbulent transition process in the
boundary layer. Receptivity problems have received increasing attention in recent years,
mainly as a consequence of theoretical breakthroughs made by Goldstein (1983, 1985), Za-
vol'skii, Reutov, and Ryboushkina (1983), and Ruban (198,5) on generation of Tollmien-
Schlichting (TS) modes of instability by unsteady free-stream disturbances. In producing
the TS waves the free-stream disturbances may act alone, or in conjunction with stationary
surface irregularities such as surface humps.
The excitation of stationary crossflow modes by small-amplitude surface disturbances
was first investigated by Wilkinson and Malik (1985) as part of their pioneering experiments
on the rotating disk boundary layer. More recently, receptivity on swept-wing models was
examined in wind-tunnel experiments by Dovgal et al. (1989); Kachanov and Tararykin
(1990); and Radeztsky et al. (1991). Theoretical predictions for the crossflow receptivity
have been developed by Fedorov (1988); Manuilovich (1990); Choudhari and Streett (1990);
Choudhari (1993); and Crouch (1993). All of these analyses used suitable extensions of the
linearized version of the Goldstein (1985)-Ruban (1985) theory, so that the amplitude of
the generated instability motion scaled linearly with respect to the height of the surface
irregularity.
In the present work, we examine the receptivity to moderately strong (short-scale) per-
turbations in the surface height, such that local flow reversal may occur and such that the
linear relationship between the input and the output of the receptivity process is no longer
valid. Analogous calculations in the context of (two-dimensional) TS wave generation have
been presented earlier by Bodonyi, Tadjfar, Duck, and Welch (1989); and Nayfeh and Ashour
(1994). Their work indicated that the amplitude of the TS wave increases with hump height
at a faster than linear rate.
The main featureof stationary receptivity problemsthat involvessurfaceirregularities is
that a stationary irregularity candirectly excitethe instability modesof interest (i.e., without
any interactionwith the free-streamunsteadiness,which is the casewith TS-waveexcitation).
Moreover, Goldstein (198.5)and Ruban (1985)have shown that the surface irregularities
that arestrongenoughto provokea nonlinear receptivity mechanismin theTS casealsocan
alter the stability properties of the underlying baseflow to leadingorder. In contrast, we
demonstratethat for a large classof stationary vortex instabilities, the receptivity becomes
a nonlinear function of the amplitude of the surfaceirregularity beforethe irregularity can
exert a significant influenceon the stability propertiesof the vortex modeof interest. This
simplification arisesfrom the fact that the receptivity occursin a thin sublayercloseto the
surface(wherethe nonlinearresponseto the irregularity isconcentrated),whereasthe vortex
instabilities that arepredominantly inviscidarecontrolledby the main boundary-layerregion
(wherethe disturbance producedby the surfaceirregularity is weak).
This paper is organizedasfollows. In section2, we formulate the problem and presenta
brief description of the receptivity analysis.This sectionshowsthat for surfaceirregularities
with a circular planform the problemof the excitation of stationary inviscidcrossflowinsta-
bilities in a generalclassof boundary layerscanbestudied with a setof canonicalsolutions
to the viscous-sublayer equations; these equations were originally derived by Smith (1976)
in the context of the interaction of the hump with a two-dimensional boundary layer. A
description of the numerically obtained canonical solutions for a representative hump geom-
etry is given in section 3. Those solutions are also applied in the prediction of receptivity in
section 3. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 4.
In this paper, we assume that the three-dimensional boundary layer is convectively unsta-
ble (Huerre and Monkewitz, 1990) within the region of the receptivity, so that the large-time
response of the flow to the surface irregularity can be studied .with time independent equa-
tions. According to some recent evidence (Lingwood, 199.5), the crossflow modes lead to
an absolute instability in at least one case of three-dimensional boundary layers when the
Reynolds number parameter becomes sufficiently large. However, there is compelling exper-
imental evidence (Riebert et al., 1996) that the coriditions required for absolute instability
may not always be met in practice and that transition in certain flows of technological in-
terest is attributed to spatially amplifying crossflow instabilities. The neglect of unsteady
effectsassociatedwith any vortex sheddingfrom the irregularity is also supported by the
experimentalobservationsof Kachanovand Tararykin (1990).
2 Analysis
Consider a three-dimensional incompressible boundary layer that encounters a three-dimensional
surface hump (or indentation) on an otherwise smooth underlying surface. The edge velocity
Q* and the thickness L* of the boundary layer just upstream of this hump are taken to be the
reference velocity and the reference length scale, respectively. For the disturbance produced
by the hump to couple with the inviscid crossflow modes of the incoming boundary layer,
we assume that the planform dimensions of the hump are both O(1) quantities.
It may be inferred from the analysis of Smith (1976) that when the hump height is
sufficiently small in comparison with R -1/3 (where/_ (>> 1) is the reference Reynolds num-
ber) the steady disturbance produced by the hump is a linear perturbation to the incoming
boundary layer. Moreover, the disturbance structure is split into two distinct subregions
along the direction y that is normal to the unperturbed surface. The disturbance has its
largest amplitude within a thin layer (with a thickness of 0(R-1/3)) next to the surface,
where it is strongly influenced by the viscous diffusion of vorticity away from the surface.
The outer subregion corresponds to the main part of the incoming boundary layer (i.e.,
y = O(1)), where the disturbance is weaker and is predominantly inviscid.
The most noteworthy characteristic of the above disturbance field is that the viscous
sublayer completely absorbs the vertical displacement produced by the hump, thereby leaving
the outer layers of fluid relatively undisplaced. As a result of this cushioning effect provided
by the sublayer, this flow regime has been known as the "compensation regime" in Russian
literature (Bogolepov, 1985). In other words, the viscous action within the sublayer converts
the displacement of the flow (by the hump) into a normal velocity flux that drives the motion
within the outer region and during that process excites the eigenmodes of the outer flow,
which are precisely the inviscid vortex instabilities of interest (Choudhari, 1993).
As the hump height is gradually increased so as to become comparable with the thickness
of the viscous sublayer, the flow response becomes nonlinear in that region. To calculate
this response, we introduce the Prandtl-transposed coordinate Y = R1/3y - h F(x, z), where
h (= O(1)) and F(x, z) represent the amplitude and the shape, respectively, of the height
distribution associatedwith the surfaceirregularity; x and z denote a suitably chosen pair of
orthogonal coordinate axes along the surface. The velocity components along the x, y, and
z directions and the (incremental) pressure within the sublaver region Y = O(t) can then
be expanded in the form
(u,v,w,p) = e[U,e(V+ hF_U + hFzW), W, eP] + ... , (i)
where e -- R-1/3; the subscripts x and z indicate partial differentiation with respect to
the indicated coordinate. The leading-order quantities in (1) are governed by the three-
dimensional boundary-layer equations
u,,+vr+wz =o, (2a)
UU. + VUv + WU_ = -Px + Uvv,
Py = O,
UTvVz -t- VWy -t- W_/z --- -Pz -Jr- Wvy
that are subject to the boundary conditions
(2b)
(2c)
(2d)
U=V=W=0 at Y=0, (3a, b,c)
and
U ,,_ AI(Y + hF) + O(1/Y), W ,,_ A3(Y + hF) + O(1/Y), (3d, e)
U "_ A1Y, V _ 0, W --- A3Y as x 2 q- z 2 _ oo at each Y. (3f,9, h)
Here Ax = dUs(y = O)/dy and Az = dWs(y = 0)/dy are the slopes at the wall of the velocity
profiles of the boundary-layer flow as it approaches the hump.
The "compensation" conditions (3d) and (3e), together with (2a), show that
V + hF.:U + hF.W _ C(x, z) as Y ---,_, (4)
where the sublayer flux C(x, z) is determined as part of the output from the viscous-sublayer
problem. The perturbations in the main boundary-layer region (y = O(1)) that are driven
by this sublayer flux can be expanded in the form
(Zt, V, W, p) _- [Ub(y), O, Wb(y), O] -t- g2(Ul, Yl, tL'I, Pl ) nt- ... , (5)
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where u, v, w, and p are now functions of x, Y, and z. To analyze the receptivity problem,
we can easily solve for (Ul, vl, wl,pl) by using the Fourier transformation x --, o and z _/3.
The Fourier transform _1 of the normal velocity perturbation satisfies the stationary form
of Rayleigh's equation
- ' "" _W" = 0, (6a)
which governs the crossflow instability in a three-dimensional boundary layer; see Gregory,
Stuart, and Walker (1955) and Hall (1986). The requirement of asymptotic matching with
the sublayer solution imposes the inhomogeneous boundary condition at the surface
_a=C(c_,l 3) at y=0. (6b)
With the assumption that the boundary-layer flow is convectively unstable locally, the
crossflow instabilities arise as part of the causal solution to the inhomogeneous stationary
Rayleigh problem. In particular, the part of the total normal velocity perturbation Va that
corresponds to the unstable mode of crossflow instability is given by
v4(x,y,z) - 1 / _y(/3)E_f(y,/3)e h(_;z/_)_ dt3 (7a)
F_
where h(/3) = i[a_f(_) + (z/x)/3]. In deriving (Ta), we have chosen to invert the transform
in x first: F_ denotes the inversion contour in the/3 plane; a_f(/3) and E_y(y,/3) denote the
eigenvalue and the (appropriately normalized) eigenfunction, respectively, for the unstable
crossflow mode with wave number/3 in the z direction; and _f is the initial amplitude
spectrum of the generated crossflow modes. Because of the linear character of (6a) and (6b),
£,_f can be expressed as the product
_(/3) = _[_j(/3),/3] A(/3) (7b)
where the function A(/3) is independent of the hump geometry (i.e., it is solely determined by
the upstream boundary-layer profiles and the wave taumber of the crossflow mode of interest).
(See Goldstein (198.5).) The form of (7b) is similar to equation (2.7b) of Choudhari and
Streett (1990), who studied the same problem in the context of a rotating-disk boundary
layer for sufficiently small values of the height parameter h. We also note that, because of
the broad spatial spectrum of the induced disturbance motion, critical-layer effects do not
become important within the local region of receptivity.
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For h << 1, the sublayer outflux is given by the analytical expression
d(e_,/3) = -3Ai'(O)[i(c_A_ + 13_s)]2/Sh_ ", (7c)
where Ai' denotes the derivative of the Airy function of the first kind. Thus, in the linear
case, the amplitude of any crossflow mode that is generated locally can be directly related
to the amplitude of the resonant Fourier harmonic of the surface height distribution. For
h = O(1), the effects of the height and the shape of the hump cannot be separated in this
simple manner, and the dependence of the spectral-density function on the hump geometry
becomes quite nontrivial.
The far downstream evolution of the instability motion can be easily determined by the
steepest descent approximation to the integral in (7a). The contribution to this integral
from each relevant saddle point/3 # of h(/3) is given by
v4(x,y,z)~ -h"(B#)x (8)
as x _ +ec over the local length scale, saddle point of h(/3) in the If more than one saddle
point is relevant, then a summation must be taken; however, in the far downstream limit
only the saddle point(s) with the largest exponential growth rate are expected to make the
dominant contribution to the right-hand side of (7a).
The vertical outflux function C(x, z) exhibits a similar behavior:
C[z, z; A,, A3, h, F(x, z )] = !C[._,._; 1,0, h,__(.i:,.;)] (9a)
where the canonical coordinates (_', _) = 1/(Aaa)(cos O_x + sin O_z,-sin O,_x + cos Owz) are
defined such that the k axis is aligned with the wall-shear vector (A1, As) = A(cos 0_, sin 0_).
,
Moreover, h = h/a and f-'(k,_?) = F(x,z). The stretching parameter a .can be chosen
arbitrarily and has been set equal to A-_/3 in this paper, so that the value of the scaled
height parameter h does not depend on the choice of the reference length scale (i.e., the
particular chosen measure for the thickness of the upstream boundary layer). When the
hump geometry function F(x, z) has an azimuthal symmetry (i.e., F depends on x and z
only through r = _ + z2), then _/'(:_, _?) = F[Sc/(AaS),'2/(AaS)]. Thus,
C[x,z; A,,A3, h,F(x,z)] = 1C[_, }; 1,O,]_,F(._/(AaS),_/(AaS)] (9b)
fl
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Equation (9b) representsapowerfulsimplification; thereceptivity of ageneralthree-dimensional
boundary layer to surface irregularities that correspond to a given family of azimuthally sym-
metric shape functions can now be studied with a set of canonical solutions to the viscous
sublayer problem in the (:K }'; _.) coordinates.
3 Results
3.1 Numerical Solution to the Viscous Sublayer Problem
The canonical sublayer problem (i.e., with A1 = 1, Aa = 0) was solved numerically for
/_(_7,._) = exp[-(22 + _2)/÷0] with ÷0 = 2. a slightly modified version of the numerical
scheme proposed by Smith (1991) was used; the latter scheme combines multiple forward-
marching sweeps in constant-} planes with a Poisson solver for the pressure distribution to
account for the upstream influence in the problem. A second-order-accurate discretization
was used along each spatial coordinate for both the forward marching sweep and the Poisson
equation. The Poisson equation was solved by imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition at
the upstream end of the computational domain and either a Neumann or a Dirichlet condition
at the outflow boundary. The choice of Neumann boundary condition usually led to a better
overall solution, especially in terms of the velocity distribution in the region downstream of
the hump; however, the Dirichlet condition yielded more satisfactory behavior (i.e., decay)
of the pressure perturbations in that region. Despite these differences, we found that the
sublayer outflux C (the only quantity of interest from the standpoint of receptivity) was nearly
insensitive to the type of boundary condition imposed, so that the outflux distributions for
different treatments at the downstream boundary were graphically indistinguishable. This
agreement boosted our confidence in regard to the adequacy of the computed solution.
Figures l(a) and l(b) show the variation in the outflux distribution along the & axis
with in increase in the magnitude of the height parameter Iz across the ranges of ]z > 0
(i.e., a hump) and ]z < 0 (i.e., an indentation), respectively. At the extreme values of h,
namely, ¼ = +4 and ]z = -3, a small region of axial flow reversal exists over the leeward and
windward sections, respectively, of the hump. The ordinate in each of these plots has been
scaled by the respective value of h, and for comparison we have also indicated the linearized
solution (7c) by means of a dashed curve. (Note that in the linear case the outflux variation
along the _. direction is exactly the same as that of the geometry function F(:_, _.).) As one
might intuitively expect, in the caseof surfacehumpsthe outflow in the region upstreamof
the hump center(3:= 0) is accompaniedby an inflow in the leewardregion. For indentations,
an inflow is presentupstream;anoutflow exists in the leewardregion.
It is easily shownthat the inward and outward fluxes must balanceeachother, so that
the net outflux (i.e., f--_ooC(3:, _)d3:) is equal to zero. The zero net flux is the consequence
of a conservation law that is based on the 3:-momentum equation (2b) and the requirement
that the hump-induced disturbances must decay both upstream and downstream of the
hump (i.e., equations (3f) through (3h). One can similarly show that the x-averaged wall-
shear perturbation is also equal to zero. The two conservation integrals can be used, in
principle, to check the accuracy of the numerical scheme. However, because the hump-
induced perturbations decay rather slowly in the x direction and because we did not employ
any grid stretching along that direction (which necessarily limited the grid extent), we were
not able to validate the numerical results using the above two tests.
For Iz = +1, the effect of nonlinearity on the outflux distribution is small, so that its
axial variation is graphically identical to the linear prediction based on (7c). Nonlinear effects
appear as the hump height is increased beyond unity. In particular, nonlinearity enhances
the levels of both the upstream outflow and the downstream inflow; however, the qualitative
nature of the axial outflux distribution remains roughly similar to the linear result, except
for a stronger increase in the peak outflow and an upstream shift in the location of the peak
inflow. The above similarity suggests that the shape of the Fourier spectrum, too, will be
correspondingly similar to that based on the linear prediction in the range of O(1) wave
numbers but that the amplitude levels will increase at a faster than linear rate as the hump
height is increased. This expectation is corroborated by the numerical findings, which are
described in section 3.2.
3.2 Receptivity Prediction
Although the analysis in section 2 is applicable to a general class of three-dimensional
boundary layers, we restrict ourselves to the Falkner:Skan-Cooke (FSC) family of self-similar
boundary layers for the purpose of a parametric study. The boundary-layer profiles from the
FSC family are distinguished on the basis of the Hartree parameter H and the local sweep
angle 0_ (which is measured with respect to the x direction). We choose the reference length
scale for these boundary layers to be L* = {Q'cosO_/[(2 - H)v'g']} -a/2, where g" denotes
the distancebetweenthe leadingedgeand the surfaceirregularity and u* is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid. A detailed stability investigation for the FSC boundary layers was
carried out by Mack (1984).
As shown by (8), the instability motion along each direction 0 = arctan(z/z) is dominated
by a narrow group of wave-number vectors that is centered on that crossflow mode(s) which
corresponds to the dominant saddle point(s) for that particular direction. Therefore, in order
to characterize the effect of nonlinearity on the locally generated instability motion, we can
examine how the Fourier amplitude of the outflux distribution at the saddle-point location
(i.e., _[ac:(fl #),/3#)] varies as ]_ is varied. Because the dominant saddle point/3# can only be
determined after considering the global topology (in the complex/3 plane) of the integrand
in (7a), we carried out a global numerical search for the saddle points of h(/3) in one specific
case, namely, that with H = 0.6 and 0r = _'/4. (Mack (1984) shows that the latter value of
sweep angle yields the largest crossflow velocity at any given H.) In order to carry out this
search, the h(/3) function was analytically continued from its values along the real /3 axis.
Because of the symmetry of the dispersion function c_c:(/3) (namely, c_4(/3" ) = -c_:(/3),
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate), the search for saddle points was confined
to the right half of the 13 plane.
The above search revealed only one family (or trajectory) of saddle points (which is
parameterized by 0) inside a rectangular region with vertices at the wave-number locations
(0.4-0.5) and ( 1.5, 4-0.5) in the complex/3 plane. This trajectory crosses the real/3 axis at the
location #/3rag, which corresponds to the vortex mode that has the maximum spatial growth
rate -Im(c_](/3)) for any real /3, as well as the maximum growth rate Re(h(/3#)) for any
3 # on the saddle-point trajectory. Note that the existence of other saddle-po!nt trajectories
outside the above search region should not be discounted a priori. Moreover, we also have
not addressed the issue of global contour deformation that would establish the relevance of
the above saddle-point trajectory to the integral in (7a). Nevertheless, the findings from
the saddle-point search strongly suggest that this trajectory is the only one that is relevant
to the unstable crossflow modes. (This behavior is quite different from the lower branch
TS modes, for which more than one saddle-point family can be relevant (Choudhari and
Kerschen 1990).) Accordingly, the relevant saddle-point trajectory for other FSC boundary
layers can be easily determined by marching away from the saddle point/3meg on the real/3
axi S.
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To compute the Fourier transform of the numerically obtained sublayer outflux, we used
a spline fit in _ and _ to C(_, -_). The contribution to the Fourier transform from each spline
interval was evaluated with closed form expressions based on the spline coefficients. The
contribution from the tail region that lies beyond the outflow location was also estimated
via a first-order algebraic extrapolation from the computed solution. The linear solution
for h << 1 was used as one of the checks on the calculation of the Fourier transform; the
computed spectrum was found to be within 0.2 percent of the analytical solution (8).
Figure 2(a) shows the variation in the magnitude of the Fourier transform _[acf(_3#9), ¢3_#g]
with the canonical height parameter h for t0 = 2. In the specific case considered (namely,
H = 0.6 and 0r = _r/4), 13_#g_ (0.545,0) and acl(13_#g) _ (-0.49,-0.027). The computed
value of C for h = +1 is very nearly equal to the value computed with linear theory, but a
nonlinear increase in [C[ is observed for an ]_ that is larger than unity. On the other hand,
nonlinearity appears to suppress the receptivity that is induced by surface indentations
< o).
The geometry function F for a given family of azimuthally symmetric surface irregularities
is parameterized by the height h and the planform radius r0. However, the similarity behavior
(gb) enables one to span the two-parameter (h - r0) space with the one-parameter family of
canonical solutions, which was obtained by varying h at a fixed to. Specifically_ if the physical
roughness dimension r0 were to be changed, then the stretching parameter a in (gb) could
be modified such that the canonical radius t0 remains the same (equal to 2 in the present
case). Of course, a different effective height h is now obtained; the Fourier transform of the
canonical outflux distribution C(_, _) must be evaluated at a wave-number vector (6, _) that
has the same orientation as before, with a smaller or larger magnitude depending on whether
the planform size increases or decreases, respectively.
Because of the abovementioned simplification, we now examine the Fourier spectrum
of C(_,-_) as a function of (52 +/_2)x/2 for real values of & and /_. (See fig. 2(b).) The
orientation of the wave-number vector is chosen to be the same as that of the most unstable
mode (ac](/3_9),13#_g) at H = 0.6 and 0, = 7r/4. Figure 2(b) shows that in a large range
of wave-number magnitudes or, alternatively, in a large range of planform sizes the hump-
induced receptivity along the direction of maximum growth will increase at a faster than
linear rate for h > 0 and at a slower rate for h < 0. The nonlinear increase in receptivity
for h > 0 is qualitatively consistent with the experimental measurements of Kachanov and
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Tararykin (1990). However, one must also note that the experiments were carried out for
roughness elements that had square-shaped planforms (as against the circular planform used
in the calculations above) and also had relatively large heights (comparable to the thickness
of the boundary layer).
4 Conclusions
The objective of this study was to assess the effect of nonlinearity on the generation of
stationary inviscid instabilities by means of an isolated surface irregularity. Because of the
decoupling between the regions of receptivity and stability, the receptivity process became
nonlinear even before the height perturbations became large enough to significantly modify
the stability characteristics of the boundary layer. As a result of the existence of a similarity
transform for the sublayer problem, a one-parameter'family of canonical solutions was used to
study the generation of stationary crossflow vortices in a general three-dimensional boundary
layer for a wide range of hump or indentation sizes. The limited parametric study carried
out in this paper revealed a nonlinear increase in hump-induced receptivity as the height
parameter was increased, but the receptivity attributed to an indentation was smaller in
comparison with the prediction based on linear theory. We suspect that the above conclusions
may actually be valid in a wide range of cases. However, there is a need to verify the
above trends with controlled wind-tunnel experiments and/or direct numerical simulations,
especially at the larger height perturbations and at the relatively moderate Reynolds numbers
that are encountered in practical situations.
The present analysis can be easily extended to include the receptivity of compressible
(subsonic or supersonic) boundary layers. Because the boundary-layer velocities in the sub-
layer region are asymptotically small, the flow within that region is effectively incompressible
even when the local free stream is supersonic. Thus,.the analysis in section 2 applies directly
to the compressible case, provided that one replaces the incompressible Rayleigh's equation
(4) by its compressible counterpart and computes the A(¢_) function based on the latter
equation.
The present analysis also implies that the nonlinear excitation of inviscid G6rtler vortex
modes (Denier et al., 1990; Timoshin, 1990) can be studied with a set of canonical solutions
that do not depend on the form of the upstream boundary-layer profile(s). The GSrtler
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modesare more efficiently excited by roughnesselementsthat are elongated in the flow
direction. For such irregularities, the gradient of the induced pressure along the streamwise
direction becomes relatively small. Therefore, the sublayer problem becomes parabolic in
that direction, which simplifies the nonlinear receptivity calculation to a considerable extent.
Numerical solutions to this simplified problem for representative distributions of surface
irregularities are being pursued currently.
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